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Introduction

Broadcast — there is perhaps no other
industry which values performance so highly,
for the lack of broadcast performance has
immediate, far-reaching, and embarrassing
results.
That’s why the broadcast industry prefers
Belden® cable. From major network events
such as the Olympics, space launches, and
presidential news conferences to everyday
audio and video applications, Belden is the
local, regional, and national choice. The
overwhelming reason? Performance.
In broadcast, cable performance means
ensured product quality, absolute signal
integrity, and no system downtime. Belden
products provide performance for both
critical field applications (where cable is
dragged, crunched, trod, and tread upon)
and permanent studio installations (where
the long run is all important). Belden
products are an important link in network
and cable broadcasts (NBC Nightly News,
Lifetime Cable Network, CNN News, and
CNN Headline News), film studios
(Lucasfilm) and corporate broadcasting
(USA Today, Merrill Lynch).
Watch television last night or listen to the
radio this morning? Chances are the link was
made with Belden cable. And with dedication
to development and innovation, the chance
the link will be Belden increases.

Committed to
Product Innovation and
Technical Excellence
Belden’s commitment to product innovation
and technical excellence in the broadcast
industry has resulted in a line of dependable
audio and video cabling products called
Brilliance®. Named for the sound and picture
brilliance obtainable through new product
innovations and improved signal integrity,
Brilliance encompasses all Belden
Audio/Video products. The line includes:
●

High-Conductivity Microphone Cables

●

Analog/Digital Audio Cables

●

Speaker Cables

●

Precision Analog/Digital Video Cables

●

Triaxial Cables

●

Audio/Video Composite Cables

●

RGB & Component Video Cables

●

Multimedia Cables

●

Fiber Optic Cable
(See Fiber Optic Section)

Most of our Brilliance cables are available
from stock. Many of these are available off
the shelf from distributors. If you have a new
or unusual application or you cannot find
Brilliance cable in this catalog section that
meets your technical requirements, contact
Technical Support at 1-800-BELDEN-1.

Performance Features
Innovative Shielding
Belden shielded cable ensures signal
integrity and provides confidence in audio
and video transmissions, preventing downtime and maintaining sound and picture
clarity. Among the shield types available
are: braid shields, foil shields, combination
shields and Belden’s patented “French
Braid” shield.
“French Braid” Shields
Belden’s patented “French Braid” shield is
a double spiral (double serve bare copper
shield) with the two spirals tied together by
one weave. This construction provides
improved flex life over standard spiral shields,
improved flexibility over conventional braid
shields, and lower levels of microphonic or
triboelectric noise than either spiral or
conventional braid shields. The “French
Braid” is easier to terminate than a standard
braid since it is not fully woven. It also provides for a lower DC loop resistance than a
single spiral braid for improved performance.

Insulations
Belden formulates its own insulations to
provide superior performance under a
variety of broadcast environment conditions
while meeting the electrical requirements
of specific applications. Belden cables are
available in a number of UL Listed and CSA
Approved insulation compounds. Insulation
materials include polyethylene, polypropylene, PVC, fluorinated ethylene-propylene
(FEP) and Belden’s Datalene® — a crushresistant, lightweight insulation that provides
a low dielectric constant and dissipation
factor that’s well suited to high-speed,
low-distortion data handling.
Jackets
Belden broadcast cables are manufactured
in a wide selection of standard jacketing
materials. Special compounds and variations
of standard compounds are used to meet
critical broadcast application requirements
and unusual environmental conditions. Proper
matching of cable jackets to their working
environment can prevent deterioration
due to intense heat and cold, sunlight,
mechanical abuse, impact and crowd or
vehicle traffic. Jacket materials offered
include PVC (in standard and matte finishes),
polyethylene, FEP, Neoprene, Hypalon®,
silicone rubber and natural rubber.
For more detailed information and
assistance in selecting the correct cable
component features for your needs,
please refer to the Technical Information
section of this catalog.

French Braid

Special Noise/Interference
Problems in Broadcasting
Triboelectric noise is generated by
mechanical motion of a cable, causing
movement in the cable’s shield. Belden
detects and measures triboelectric noise
through the use of Low Noise Test
equipment. Belden developed the test
procedure and the equipment based
on a combination of three low noise
standards: NBS, ISA-S, and MIL-C-17.
Mechanically induced noise is a critical
and frequent concern in the use of guitar
cords and microphone cables. Belden
rigorously employs the properties of
special conductive tapes and insulations
to prevent these noise problems.

Hypalon is a DuPont trademark.
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